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SHELXPRO - Options
SHELXPRO was included in the 1997 release to provide an interface to 
SHELX for macromolecular users. It is basically a collection of 26 more 
or less independent routines that at the time were needed. When the 
program is started a menu appears:



SHELXPRO - Documentation
On entering one of the code letters, a short description appears of the 
option chosen. The user can choose to answer ‘N’ to select another 
option, or <CR> to continue:



Obsolete options
Many options are now obsolete because in the meantime better 
programs have become available. These include:

All map options (M, O, W. X). It is much better to read the .fcf file from 
SHELXL or the .phs file from SHELXE into Coot!

Options K, R, T, Z: read the .res file into the next version of Coot!

All operations on reflection lists: use XPREP, mtz2hkl or mtz2sca (the 
latter two programs by Tim Grüne are available from the SHELX server, 
but at the moment only for Linux).

Anisotropic scaling (A): use the HOPE instruction in SHELXL or the 
anisotropic scaling in XPREP.



Options that are still useful
I: generate a SHELXL .ins file from a PDB file, inserting the restraints 
for standard amino-acids and disulfide bridges, and renumbering 
residues (since SHELXL does not use chains, it is usual to start chain 
A at 1001, chain B at 2001 etc).

U: update the .res file to the .ins file for the next refinement job. This is 
better than ‘I’ for this purpose because all special SHELX instructions 
are retained. Possibly this option will be made redundant by a future 
version of Coot.

J: extract suitable bond length and angle distance restraints from a 
small molecule structure (e.g. of a ligand).

E, L, P, R, S, (T): Tables and Postscript plots based mainly on the .lst
listing file from the final refinement. These could also be incorporated 
into a future version of Coot.

B; prepare PDB file for deposition with the RCSB.



Desirable improvements in SHELXL
A multi-CPU version, adapted by Kay Diederichs, achieves a high 
speedup for CGLS refinement and is available from the SHELX 
download server. This needs optimizing for full-matrix refinement and 
64-bit operation.

SHELXL is inferior to REFMAC at modest and low resolution. My 
analysis shows that this is primarily due to the better solvent model in 
REFMAC and the lack of torsion angle restraints (for the side-chains) in 
SHELXL. The antibumping model in SHELX is also very crude and 
needs explicit hydrogen bonds.

The riding model for hydrogens is not very suitable for neutron 
diffraction data. It would be better to use restraints that could be 
generated automatically.

When SHELXL was written, computer memory was a scarce 
commodity. The program could be speeded up by not using scratch 
files and rewriting the instruction file parser (the current algorithm that 
converts characters to reals is very inefficient).

All of this would require a major rewrite!


